In 1972 Mader proved that every graph with average degree at least 4k has a (k + 1)-connected subgraph with more than 2k vertices. We improve this bound by showing that the constant 4 can be replaced by 3 + 1 3 ; this bound is sharp.
Introduction
How can we find a highly connected substructure of a graph? This is a fundamental question of Graph Theory that has many exciting answers depending on in which context we interpret 'highly connected' ? Examples include Turan's theorem [11] , the tangle-tree theorem of Robertson and Seymour of their Graph Minor Theory [9] or the following theorem of Mader. In 1972, Mader proved that every graph 1 with average degree at least 4k has a (k + 1)-connected subgraph with more than 2k vertices [7] , see also the textbook [4] [Chapter 1]. Seven years later, he conjectured that already average degree 3k should be enough to force a (k + 1)-connected subgraph for large enough graphs 2 [8] . Already in [7] Mader proved a bound that is better than 4k for large graphs. Later this was in improved by Yuster [12] . The current record is hold by Bernshteyn and Kostochka [1] who proved the weakening with the bound (3 + 1 6 )k. Mader's theorem is applied in various contexts throughout Graph Theory, for example [2] or [10] ; more details can be found in Kriesell's survey on connectivity questions in graphs [5] .
Here we improve Mader's original theorem by replacing the constant 4 by the optimal one. 1 In this paper all graphs are finite. 2 Actually he made a stronger conjecture proposing an explicit family of graphs to be extremal for large vertex numbers, see Section 8. Theorem 1.1. Every graph with average degree at least (3 + 1 3 )k has a (k + 1)-connected subgraph with more than 2k vertices.
The constant 3 + 1 3 in this theorem is best possible, see Section 7 for details and a discussion on the lower order terms.
The edge-version of this question is somewhat different, see [6] . Our proof can also be used to prove sharp versions of Theorem 1.1 for (k + 1)-connected subgraph with more than m vertices, where m ≥ 2k.
Mader's original argument makes use of a formula that relates the number of edges of a graph to the edges of two subgraphs obtained by cutting the graph at a separator. This formula also takes into account the edges in that separator. Mader's argument is suboptimal in that it does not analyse how many edges are in the separator. In our argument we make a more global analysis than Mader that allows us to estimate these edges, which in return gives the sharp bound.
The first step in our proof is to show that any graph without a (k + 1)connected subgraph of more than 2k vertices has a tree-like decomposition, which we call 'separator-trees'. A key step is then to forget that we have a graph and just work in this more abstract framework. These abstract separator-trees have the advantage that they carry less information which enables us to show that in the 'extremal case' they have a much simpler structure -yet they attain the same bound.
Separator-trees
In this section we construct for every graph G without a (k + 1)-connected subgraph of more than 2k vertices a 'separator-tree'. In this section we begin to analyse these tree-like structures in order to obtain an upper bound on the number of edges of the graph G; this is continued in the following sections.
Given a natural number k, a separator-tree of a graph G (of adhesion k) consists of a bipartite tree T with the following properties, see Figure 1 . The nodes 3 in the first bipartition class are called the parts and labelled by induced subgraphs of G. All these nodes have degree one or two (except in the degenerated case, see below). One of these nodes has degree-one and is labelled by G. This part is referred to as the root. All other leaves are called atoms. In the degenerated case, the one where T has only one node, that node is the root and atomic. We endow the tree T by a tree-order in which the root is the largest element. The nodes in the second partition class are called the separator-nodes. Each separator node has degree three. Each separator-node t is labelled by a separator S of at most k vertices of the part P directly above the node t. The two parts A and B directly below t are sides of a separation (A, B) of P with separator S; in formulas: A ∪ B = P , A ∩ B = S and no edge joins A \ S and B \ S. We further require that all graphs assigned to atoms have at most 2k vertices. In a slight abuse of notation, we will not distinguish between the atoms and the graphs assigned to them and say things 'the vertices of an atom'. Figure 1 : On the left we sketched a graph G recursively separated by the separators S 1 and S 2 , highlighted in grey. The corresponding separator-tree is depicted on the right. The three atoms are labelled by A, B and C. This decomposition is not a tree-decomposition as the separator S 2 is not a separator of the graph G but just of the subgraph B ∪ C.
separator node is labelled by the separator A ∩ B. It is straightforward to check that this is a separator-tree.
The branch of a separator-tree T of a part P is the subtree of T consisting of P and all nodes in T below P . In particular, it is also a separator-tree and all its atoms are also atoms of T . The branches at a separator S are the branches of the two parts directly below S in the separator-tree.
A valuation of a separator-tree assigns to each separator a big branch; the other branch at that separator is called the small branch. The estimates below will depend on a choice of valuation. Throughout we assume that every separator-tree is endowed with a valuation, and say just things like 'the big branch of a separator-tree'.
Our aim will be to upper-bound the number of edges of any graph with the a separator-tree. We shall prove that bound recursively using the treestructure of the separator-tree. In the induction step we will rely on the following identity connecting the numbers of edges of a graph G and the sides A and B of a separation (A, B) with separator S, see Figure 2 .
A B S Figure 2 : The separation (A, B) with separator S. The edge number of the graph G is that of the side A plus that of the side B minus the edges that are double counted; this are those in the separator S.
As mentioned above, it is key to our analysis to look carefully at the edges in the separators of the separator-tree. In fact, we find it slightly easier to analyse the edges that are not present: an anti-edge of a graph is an edge of its complement.
Given a separator S of a separator-tree T and a part A directly below S in T , and an anti-edge x in S, we will recursively define when x is 'free' or 'atomic' in A at S. In each recursion step, we have a part A containing the anti-edge x. We start with A = A.
1. If A is an atom, then x is atomic in A within the atom A ; otherwise there is a unique separator node directly below A in T . We denote its separator by S and the two parts directly below by A and B .
2. If x is an anti-edge between A \ S and B \ S , we say that x is free in A.
3. If x is an anti-edge of precisely one of the two parts A and B , we iterate with that part and x.
Otherwise
x is an anti-edge of both A and B . So x is an anti-edge of S . We iterate with the big branch of S and x.
This recursion clearly stops after finite time and it output is either that 'x is free in A at S' or an atom A below A such that 'x is atomic in A within the atom A at S', see At the separator nodes we indicated the corresponding separations. At the top separator the left branch is the big one, the right branch only consists of an atom. The anti-edges labelled 1 or 2 are free. The one labelled 3 is atomic. In order to find out what the anti-edge 4 is we have to look into the big branch of the bottom left separator.
In the estimates in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we will treat free anti-edges and atomic anti-edges differently. The existence of free anti-edges we have to accept but we can upper-bound their number using Lemma 4.12 below. The atomic anti-edges can be used to improve our bounds. How much they improve the bound is measured in the 'atomic defect' defined next.
For that we define when an anti-edge x is atomic within a branch A (without reference to a particular separator). It will not be atomic in A if there is no separator S above A containing x. If there is such a separator, let S be the one nearest to A, and let A be the branch of S containing A. We say that x is atomic in A if it is atomic in A at S .
The atomic defect at a branch A is the number of anti-edges that are atomic in the branch A; we denote this number by α(A). We stress that we count each anti-edge of A at most once (although it may be in several atoms). By α(A, S) we denote the number of anti-edges that are atomic in the branch A and have both end-vertices in S.
Example 2.2. The atomic defect α(G) of the whole graph is zero. Lemma 2.3. Let P be a part and S be the separator just below P of the separator-tree T and A and B be the two branches at S. Assume that A is the small branch. Then:
Proof. Let x be an anti-edge counted in the atomic defect α(P ); that is, an atomic anti-edge of P . Then as x is not free, it is an anti-edge of at least one of the subgraphs A or B.
If x is an anti-edge of B, then it must be atomic in B by the definition of 'atomic'. If x is, additionally to B, also an anti-edge of A, it is in the separator S. Thus it is counted in the atomic defect α(A) if and only if it is counted in α(A, S). To summarise, all anti-edges of B that are counted on the left hand side, are also counted once in total on the right hand side.
It remains to consider anti-edges x of A without both endvertices in S. They are counted in the atomic defect α(P ) if and only if they are counted in α(A). Hence every anti-edge counted on the left hand side of the inequality of Lemma 2.3 is counted once on the right hand side of this inequality. Remark 2.4. We remark that the inequality in Lemma 2.3 need not be an equality as the right hand side may additionally count some anti-edges of S that are atomic in B but not in P as there is no separator above P containing them.
Given a separator-tree T , its framework, denoted by T , consists of the tree of T and it assigns a number f (S) to every separator S of T ; we require that this number is always at least the number of free anti-edges at S in the small branch of S. Then we use this to assign to each part-node P of a part P of T an edge number e( P ) as follows. If P is an atom with m vertices, we assign to it the number of edges of the complete graph on m vertices. Then we use the following equation to define recursively the other edge numbers:
here s denotes the number of vertices of the separator S. Given a separator-tree T with a framework T and a part P of T , by P we denote the node P considered as a node of (the tree of) the framework T . The following theorem compares the edge number of a part P of a separator-tree T with that of a part P of a framework T of T . Theorem 2.5. Let G be a graph that has a separator-tree T with a framework T . The number e(P ) of edges of a part P is upper-bounded by e(P ) ≤ e( P ) − α(P )
Proof. We prove this by induction. If P is an atom, then α(P ) is the number of anti-edges of P and hence we have equality in the inequality of Theorem 2.5. Now let P be a part that is not an atom and let S be its top 4 separator. Let A and B be the two branches of S. Recall that Equation 
Abstract separator-trees
In this short section we define abstract separator-trees.
Very roughly, abstract separator-trees are like separator-trees, where we forget (or 'abstract') some of the information associated to the nodes. Abstract separator trees have the advantage that they are easier to analyse (for example they allow for more reduction operations 5 ) but yet -as turns out -they give the optimal bounds. Given a natural number k, an abstract separator-tree (of adhesion k) consists of a bipartite tree T with the following properties. The nodes in the first bipartition class are called the parts. They all have degree one or two (except in the degenerated case, see below). One node of degree one is called the root. All other leaves are called atoms. In the degenerated case, the one where T has only one node, that node is the root and atomic. We endow the tree T by a tree-order in which the root is the largest element. The nodes in the second partition class are called the separator-nodes. Each separator node has degree three. Furthermore each atom and separatornode is assigned an integer, which we refer to as its vertex-number. Vertex numbers of atoms are between one and 2k. Vertex numbers of separators are between zero and k.
Example 3.1. Each separator-tree has an associated abstract separatortree. It has the same underlying tree but instead of assigning a graph to an atom it just assigns the number of vertices of that graph; similarly, it only assigns to a separator node the size of its separator. It does not assign anything to other nodes.
The vertex number n(P ) of a part P of an abstract separator-tree T is defined recursively on the tree order of T as follows. For atoms this number is already defined. So now let P be a part that is not an atom. Let S be the separator-node just below P and let A and B be the two branches of S. By recursion, we may assume that the vertex numbers of A and B are already defined. Let n(S) be the vertex number of the separator S. We define.
The vertex number of the abstract separator-tree T is the vertex number of its root; we denote this number by n( T ). Example 3.2. For any graph G with separator-tree T , the vertex number n( T ) of the associated abstract separator-tree is equal to the vertex number of the graph G.
Example 3.3. The restriction of an abstract separator-tree to one of its parts (together with all nodes below) forms an abstract separator-tree.
A key quantity of an abstract separator-tree T is its edge number e( T ). The definition of this is slightly technical in the general case and will be revealed later. As mentioned earlier, it will be defined so that for any separator-tree T its associated abstract separator-tree is a framework; so the inequality of Theorem 2.5 is satisfied.
An atom of an abstract separator-tree (or a separator-tree) is normal if its vertex number is at least k + k
3 . An abstract separator-tree is normal if all its atoms are normal. A separator-node is saturated if its vertex number is k. An abstract separator-tree (or a separator-tree) is saturated if all its atoms are saturated and every separator-node has a normal atom below.
Example 3.4. All degenerated abstract separator-trees (the ones whose tree has only one node) are saturated.
In Section 5 we prove the following. Lemma 3.5. For every real 6 abstract separator-tree T , there is a saturated abstract separator-tree T such that e( T ) ≤ e( T ) + k · (n( T ) − n( T )) Remark 3.6. Lemma 3.5 will be used to show that it will suffice to consider saturated abstract separator-trees.
We extend the definition of branches from separator-trees to abstract separator-trees in the obvious way. A valuation of an abstract separator-tree picks at each separator a big branch; the other branch is small. Throughout this paper we always pick a valuation such that the big branch has always at least as many normal atoms as the small one. For normal separator-trees we will not require any further properties. For abstract separator-trees that have atoms that are not normal we make a slightly more detailed choice, see below.
Normal atoms
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 for saturated normal separator-trees. This special case will be used as a lemma in the general case.
Instead of proving Theorem 1.1 directly, we use the following theorem as an intermediate step.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a graph with n ≥ 2k + 1 vertices and with a separator-tree T . Then T has a framework T whose edge number e( T ) is at most β · (n − k) + γ L − ; where L is the number of normal atoms of T or one if that number is zero; and β = 5 3 k − 1 2 and γ = k 2 3 and = k 2 . Proof that Theorem 4.1 implies Theorem 1.1. Let k ≥ 1 be a natural number and G be a graph that has average degree at least (3 + 1 3 )k. Suppose for a contradiction that the graph G has no (k + 1)-connected subgraph with more than 2k vertices. Then by Lemma 2.1 the graph G has a separator-tree T . By the average degree condition, the vertex number n of G is at least 2k + 1. Let T be a framework for T as in Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 2.5 the number of edges of G is upper-bounded by the edge number e( T ).
By Theorem 4.1 the edge number e( T ) is less than β · n. So the graph G has less than β · n edges. It follows that the average degree of G is less than 10 3 k. This is the desired contradiction. So the graph G contains a (k + 1)-connected subgraph with more than 2k vertices.
Let T be a separator-tree with a separator S. Let A be the small branch of S. We denote the number of atoms of A by L(A). We denote the number of vertices of S by s. Proof. Each vertex of S is contained in at least one atom. Vertices that are contained in a common atom are not joined by a free anti-edge. We assign each vertex of S to an atom containing it. The number F of free anti-edges of S in A, is upper-bounded by the anti-edges between vertices of S assigned to different atoms. That is, it is upper-bounded by the number of edges of the complete multi-partite graph with the appropriate partition sizes. This number is maximised if these partitions have the same size (up to rounding). It is well-known that the edge number of a complete balanced multi-partite graph with s vertices and L(A) classes is 7 :
(and it is a little smaller if there is rounding). This proves the lemma.
Lemma 4.2 motivates the following. We define the framework T associated to a normal separator-tree T by letting the value f (S) at a separator S be the term in Lemma 4.2. (This is a refinement of the definition of 'frameworks of separator-trees' given above).
Remark 4.3. This definition could also be made if the separator-tree T was not normal but it will not be good enough for us in this case and we will rely on a strengthening of Lemma 4.2 instead, see below.
Similarly for normal abstract separator-trees T , we define a function f assigning to each separator-node S of T the non-negative integer
here s is the vertex number of S and L(A) is the number 8 of normal atoms in the small branch A of S. We refer to the number f (S) as the number of free anti-edges at S. The edge number of a part P of a normal abstract separator-tree is recursively defined as follows. The edge number of an atom with vertex number m is equal to the number of edges of the complete graph on m vertices; that is, it is equal to m(m−1)
2
. As for frameworks, we define the edge number of a part P recursively from the edge numbers of the two parts just below via Equation 2. The edge number of an abstract separator-tree is the edge number of its root part.
The definition of edge numbers of (parts of ) abstract separator-trees in the general case is the same except that the definition of the number f (S) of free anti-edges is more technical (but specialises to the one given here in the normal case). We will reveal the definition of f (S) in the general case later.
Example 4.4. Given a separator-tree T , the edge number of its associated framework is equal to the edge number of the associated abstract separatortree of T .
The goal of this section is to prove the following strengthening of Theorem 4.1 for normal saturated abstract separator-trees. In Section 6 we reduce the general case to this special case. here L denotes the number of normal atoms of T ; and here the branching error sum of T is non-negative and defined to be the sum of the branching error terms of the separators of the T . The branching error term at a separator S of T is:
where (S, −) is the number of normal atoms of the small branch of S and similarly (S, +) is the number of normal atoms of the big branch of S. In particular, x(S) is zero if these two numbers agree. Throughout the paper, we denote the number of normal atoms below a part P by L P .
Before we start with the proof, we show the following simple lemma. Let P be a part of a separator-tree that is not an atom, S be its top separator and A and B be the two branches of S. Lemma 4.6. Assume that the branch A is small. Then:
We abbreviate a = L A and b = L B . As a, b ≥ 1 and a ≤ b we estimate:
The inequality between the most left and the most right term can be rearranged to the inequality of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let T be a nonempty normal saturated abstract separatortree and P be one of branches part. We prove Theorem 4.5 by induction for all branches P of T using the tree structure of T .
First we prove the weakening of Theorem 4.5 where we ignore the error term; that is, we show that e( P ) ≤ β · (n − k) + γ L − for all parts P of T . (In the last step of the induction we prove that inequality for P = T ).
The base case is that the branch P consists of only one atom. At this point we check the base case but reveal it later; this way it will be easier to understand for the reader why we chose the constants β, γ and as we did. Now we start with the induction-step. So let P be a branch whose abstract separator-tree has at least one separator node. Let S be the top separator of P . Let A and B be the two branches of S. We apply the induction hypothesis to the abstract separator-tree of the branches A and B. Plugging that into Equation 2 yields:
here recall that the separator S has vertex number k as T is saturated. We shall show that the term on the right hand side is bounded from above by β · (n P − k) − + γ L P . Since the involved expressions are quite long, we compare them in parts. We start by comparing the 'γ'-terms; that is, the terms with the coefficient γ.
By symmetry we may assume that A is the small branch at S and B is the big branch. By Lemma 4.6, we have:
In short, in comparing the γ-terms we have the additional summand
By definition of f (S), the sum of the last two terms of Equation 5
is
The difference of the -terms is − . We will show that the sum of these three terms evaluates to zero; that is;
Our choice that = k 2 ensures that the last two terms cancel. The other two terms cancel as γ = k 2 3 . So e( P ) ≤ β · (n P − k) − + γ L P . This completes the induction step.
Having finished the induction-step, we now reveal the induction-start. We abbreviate n P simply by n for the rest of this proof. Here e( P ) = n(n − 1) 2
So it remains to show that
for n between 2k and k + k 3 . We remark that the choice of β = 5 3 · k − 1 2 implies that for n = 2k we have equality in the above inequality (to see that we first ignore the linear term; that is a term of − n 2 on the left and a term of − 1 2 (n − k) and -k 2 on the right. Then we note that these linear error terms cancel for n = 2k). We consider k as fixed and let n vary. If the absolute value of n is huge, the above inequality is false. As it has degree two in n, it is true in between the two values for n where we have equality. Aside from n = 2k, the other value is n = k + k 3 (if we ignore the linear error terms. If not, we verify that they cancel.). This completes the induction start.
This completes the proof that e( P ) ≤ β · (n − k) + γ L . Now we explain how this proof can be modified to obtain the strengthening claimed in Theorem 4.5. In some of the induction-steps we wasted a little bit when applying Lemma 4.6. The terms we wasted in the induction-step at the separator S is equal to the error term x(S) at S. Taking these terms into account proves the stronger version of Theorem 4.5.
For later reference, we estimate the following. Proof. We obtain a lower bound for x(S) by replacing (S, +) by + 1 in Equation 4 . Elementary computations yield:
We simplify:
We further estimate:
here we use that ≥ 1 in the second inequality as this is true for any separator of an abstract separator-tree. 9 We end this section by giving several definitions related to abstract separator-trees that we have defined above only in the normal case.
Recall that a branch of a separator 10 S is big if it has more normal atoms than the other branch of S. A separator is normally balanced if both its branches contain the same number of normal atoms.
A branch A of a separator S is almost small for S if A does not contain more normal atoms than the other branch of S. Now we define how we choose the big branch of normally balanced separators. This is defined by recursion on the tree-structure of its separator-tree.
An atom that is not normal is tiny. A tiny vertex of a separator-tree is a vertex in a tiny atom that is not in the separator just above its atom. The number of tiny vertices in a tiny atom is the vertex number of that atom minus the vertex number of the separator just above.
Remark 4.9. Although tiny vertices are just defined for separator-trees, the number of tiny vertices is also defined for abstract separator-trees.
A tiny atom A desires a separator S if the branch of S containing A is almost small for S and there is no separator below S that has a small branch containing A other than the separator just above A, and S is not the separator just above A. The number of tiny vertices relevant at the separator S in a branch A of S is the sum of numbers of tiny vertices of tiny atoms that desire the separator S and are in the branch A.
We choose the big branch of a normally balanced separator in an abstract separator-tree (or a separator-tree) such that its number of relevant tiny vertices is at least as big as that of the other branch; if both branches have the same number of relevant tiny vertices, we make the choice arbitrarily.
We shall assume throughout that every abstract separator-tree (or separatortree) has a valuation with this property and we will not always mention valuations explicitly but assume that they are implicitly given by the context and just say things like 'the big branch of a separator S'.
Given a separator-tree, the anti-edges incident with a vertex v of an atom A contribute at at most one separator to the number of free-anti-edges. This separator is the smallest separator above A such that A is in its small branch and the vertex v is in the separator; if there is no such separator, then the anti-edges incident with v never contribute as free anti-edges. This separator could be the one desired by A or be above it. Next we define the 'technical data' of an abstract separator-tree, which is a function that mimics this for abstract separator-trees.
Given an abstract separator-tree, a technical data is a function ι assigning a number m(A, S) to each pair (A, S) consisting of a tiny atom A in the small branch of S, where S is not the separator just above A. This function ι satisfies the following:
• for a fixed tiny atom A the sum ranging over all numbers m(A, S) is upper-bounded by the number of tiny vertices of A;
• for a fixed separator S, the sum ranging over all numbers m(A, S) is upper-bounded by the vertex number of S.
We abbreviate the sum over all m(A, S) with S fixed by m(S).
Example 4.10. Let T be the associated abstract separator-tree of a separatortree T . The associated technical data is defined as follows. For each tiny vertex v, let S v be the smallest separator of T such that the atom of v is in the small branch of S v and v ∈ S v . Note that S v is not the separator just above the atom of v. Note further that S v may be undefined. We let m(A, S) be the number of tiny vertices v of the atom A such that S = S v . This completes the definition of the associated technical data.
Remark 4.11. We will assume that technical datas are always implicitly given by the context and not mention them explicitly. They will only appear explicitly at the end of the proof of Lemma 6.17. Intuitively, one of the things this proof shows is that one may always assume that the technical data assigns the number of tiny vertices at an atom A to the separator desired by A (if existent).
The number f (S) of free anti-edges at a separator S of an abstract separator-tree is defined as follows.
here L A denotes the number of normal atoms in the small branch A of S; and here the later sum reaches over all tiny atoms X in A and s denotes the vertex number of S. Proof. First we prove the special case where no tiny vertex is assigned to S. This case is just Lemma 4.2.
Each vertex of the separator S is in several atoms. Similarly, as in the definition of 'free anti-edges', we now assign to each vertex x of S a vertex x of an atom such an anti-edge vw is free if and only if the vertices v and w are not in the same atom. Let x be a vertex of the separator S. Let P be the following path of the tree T starting from the small branch at S going downwards in the tree-order. For that we specify which direction P takes at all degreee 3 vertices of T ; that is, at the separator nodes. If there is a unique branch containing the vertex x, the path P goes in that direction. If the vertex x is in both branches, the path P goes in the direction of the big branch. The last vertex of the path P is an atom. The vertex x is the copy of the vertex x in the atom that is the last vertex of the path P . It follows immediately from the definition of 'free' that an anti-edge vw is free if and only if the vertices v and w are not in the same atom. If follows from the definition of associated technical data that for any tiny atom A precisely m(S, A) vertices x of S have the copy x chosen from the atom A.
Thus we have s − m(S) vertices of S in normal atoms and in addition m(S) tiny vertices. It is straightforward to check in this case that the number of free anti-edges is upper-bounded by f (S). Indeed, the number of free anti-edges is upper bounded by
It is a routine computation that this evaluates to the term f (S).
Saturating separators
The purpose of this (short but slightly technical) section is to prove Lemma 3.5, which is used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Basically this lemma says that in the proof it suffices to consider the case where the separators do not have less than k vertices. Given an abstract separator-tree T , a saturation is obtained by doing successively one of the following operations.
1. Assume there is an atom A whose vertex number is not more than that of the separator-node S just above. The technical data cannot assign tiny vertices to the separator S (that is 11 , all m(•, S) are zero); indeed, if the other branch has tiny vertices, then that branch is big and cannot assign vertices to S. In this case, we delete the atom A.
By that the separator-node S get degree two. Then we suppress 12 the node S.
2. Assume there is a separator-node S that has vertex number less than k and smaller than that of its small branch. Then we increase the vertex number of S by one. If the small branch consists of a single tiny atom A, it may be necessary to also modify the technical data. If so, one of the values m(A, •) is positive and we decrease it by one.
3. Assume there is a part P with at most 2k vertices that is not an atom and that has no normal atom below. Then delete all nodes below it. If the part P has less than k + k 3 vertices, then we define the numbers m(P, S) of the technical data to be the sums of the numbers m(A, S), where A is below P . (And we delete the terms m(A, S) from the technical data). If the part P has more than k + k 3 vertices, then we just delete the terms m(A, S) for the atoms A below P .
Here we only do the second if we cannot do the first one; and we only do the third if we cannot do the first or the second, and we choose the part P in operation 3 minimal in the tree-order. This process has to terminate eventually as each step decreases the vertex number n( T ) or decreases the number of vertices of the tree T and no operation increases any of these numbers. Hence every abstract separator-tree T has a saturation T .
Lemma 5.1. The saturation T is a saturated abstract separator-tree.
Proof. First we show that the data defined in each performance of the third operation is indeed a technical data. For that we have to show that the number of tiny vertices of P is not smaller than the sum of tiny vertices of all tiny atoms in P . If all separators in P have precisely k vertices, this is clear. Suppose for a contradiction that the part P has a separator S whose vertex number is less than k. Let A be the small branch of S. If A had higher vertex number than the separator S, we could perform the second operation instead. So the branch A must have vertex number no bigger than that of the separator S. If the branch A was an atom, we could perform the first operation instead. Hence it is not an atom. But then the branch A contradicts the minimality of P . Hence all separators of P have size k and the data defined in the third operation is indeed a technical data.
Thus saturations of abstract separator-trees are abstract separator-trees (whose technical datas are modified as indicated above).
Towards showing that they are saturated, next we prove that every separator-node has vertex number k. Suppose not for a contradiction. Amongst the separator-nodes whose vertex number is smaller than k, we pick S so that it is smallest in the tree-order. Let s be its vertex number. Since we cannot apply operation 2, its small branch has vertex number at most s. As we cannot apply operation 3, this branch must be an atom. Hence we can apply operation 1 to this part. This is a contraction to the assumption that T is a saturation. Hence every separator-node has vertex number precisely k.
It remains to show that below every separator node S there is a normal atom. By induction, it suffices to show this for separator-nodes that do not have any other separator nodes below them. Let S be such a separator node. Let P be the part just above S. As T is a saturation, we cannot apply operation 3. Hence we may assume that the vertex number n(P ) of P is at least 2k + 1. Let A and B be the two atoms below the separator S. By the recursion formula for the vertex number, Equation 3, and since S has vertex number k one of the vertex numbers of A and B has to be at least 3k+1 2 . Hence one of the atoms A or B is normal. An abstract separator-tree is real if the vertex number of each of its separators is upper-bounded by the minimum of the vertex numbers of its two branches. Proof. First we show that being real is preserved by the performed operations. The only operation that could destroy that property is the second operation. It only would destroy it if there were a separator S that had the same vertex number as one of its branches A. As the abstract separator-tree is real, choosing the separator S minimal in the tree-order ensures that the branch A must be an atom. Hence we can perform the first operation. By the definition of saturation, we do the first operation instead of the second. Hence being real is preserved by the performed operations.
It is easy to check that each time we apply the first operation, the edge number can only go up.
Next we show that each time we apply the third operation, the edge number can only go up. If the part P has vertex number less than k + k 3 , this is clearly true. Indeed, the increase in the edge number of P compensates for the loss of free anti-edges. So we may assume that the part P has at least that many vertices. Moreover, if we would do the construction from operation 3 for P as in the tiny case, the same argument as above shows that the edge number can only go up. Using the formula for the number of free anti-edges (this is defined just before Lemma 4.12), it is a simple computation that increasing L A by one but deleting the term m(P, •) does not decrease the edge number. Indeed, before we count the edges of some multipartite graph with vertex number n(•) − m(•) + m(P, •) and after that we count the edges of a balanced multipartite graph with the same vertex number and partition classes. As the balanced multipartite graph maximises this number, the edge number can only go up. Hence in the case that the part P is not tiny, the modifications can be done in two steps and in each step the edge number does not go down.
So it suffices to show that each time we apply the second operation, the above inequality of Lemma 5.3 remains true. When applying operation 2, the vertex number goes down by one. The only way the edge number can change is that the terms f (S) for the free anti-edges can change. Changing the technical data as in the second operation, changes only one term f (S) and by at most k. So it can be shown by induction using the recursive edge equation, Equation 1, that the edge number changes by at most k. So the above inequality remains true each time we perform operation 2.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Combine Lemma 5.1 with Lemma 5.3.
Observation 5.4. Let T be a saturation of T . Then T has at least as many normal atoms as T .
Proof. None of the three saturation operations changes normal atoms.
From atoms to molecules
We will give an overview of the rest of the proof Theorem 4.1. Above we have already proved Theorem 4.1 for normal saturated abstract separator-trees T . Our strategy is to deduce the general case from this special case. For that we would like to understand how much deleting a tiny atom changes the number e( T ) − β · (n − k). It turns out that deleting some tiny atoms increases that number but for others it may decrease. Another thing that makes such an analysis more complex is that if we delete some tiny atom, it may change which branches are big and small, hence it might affect how much that number changes for other tiny atoms.
We overcome these difficulties as follows. We group the tiny atoms in 'molecules' so that -very roughly -if the deletion of one of these atoms 'affects' the other, then they are in the same molecule. Then we analyse how e( T ) − β · (n − k) changes if we delete a whole molecule. Remark 6.1. Throughout this section we will talk about vertices of tiny atoms. This is an abuse of notation as atoms of abstract separator-trees have no vertices but just a number of tiny vertices, compare Remark 4.9. It is straightforward to rephrase the corresponding places using numbers of tiny vertices instead of tiny vertices themselves. Although this is slightly informal, we believe that this makes it easier to read. Figure 4 provides an example illustrating the following definitions. Recall that a tiny atom A desires a separator S if the branch of S containing A is almost small for S and there is no separator below S that has a small branch containing A other than the separator just above A, and S is not the separator just above A. A tiny atom achieves a separator if it desires it and is contained in the small branch of that separator. Each tiny atom achieves at most one separator; if so, this is the highest separator it desires.
Two atoms affect each other if they both desire a common separator. A molecule is a smallest set of atoms that is closed under the symmetric relation 'affecting each other'. In other words, it is an equivalence class of the transitive closure of the symmetric relation 'affecting each other'.
The final separator of a molecule is the highest separator achieved by any atom in the molecule; if some of its atoms do not achieve a separator, the final separator is undefined. The reach of a molecule is the number of normal atoms in the small branch of its final separator; if the final separator is undefined, this number is infinite. We denote the reach of a molecule M by M . Proof. Any final separator is desired by one of its atoms. As no two atoms in different molecules desire the same separator, final separators have to be distinct for different molecules. Observation 6.3. Any separator desired by an atom but not achieved by it is normally balanced.
Proof. Let A and B be the two branches of a separator S. Assume an atom of the branch A desires, the separator S. So the branch A is almost small. If that atom does not achieve S, an atom of the other branch achives, and hence desires the separator S. Thus also the branch B is almost small. Thus the separator S is normally balanced. Lemma 6.4. If a separator is achieved by an atom of a molecule, then it is normally balanced or the final separator of that molecule.
Proof. Let S be a separator achieved by a tiny atom A. We assume that S is not normally balanced and have the aim to show that S is the final separator of the molecule M of A.
Let A be the branch of S containing A. As the atom A desires the separator S, it cannot be the separator just above A; that is, the branch A is not just a single tiny atom. Hence the separator S cannot be the separator just above any tiny atom of A . As the atom A desires the separator S, the branch A is almost small for S. So any tiny atom of the branch A either desires S or achieves a separator of A .
As the separator S is not normally balanced, the branch of S different from A cannot be almost small. Hence no atom in that branch desires S.
Thus the molecule M of A has all its atoms in the branch A . So the separator S is the final separator of the molecule M . Proof. Suppose for a contradiction there is a final separator S of a molecule that is normally balanced. Then S is desired by some atom of M . As this atom is contained in the small branch of S, the big branch also has to contain an atom desiring S as S is normally balanced. Then this atom must be in the molecule M . As not both these atoms can achieve S, one of these atoms does not achieve any separator or achieves a separator strictly above S. This is a contradiction to the assumption that S is final for M .
The reach of a separator is the number of normal atoms in its small branch. Lemma 6.6. For a tiny atom A, let S 1 , ..., S m be the separators it desires given in increasing order in the tree-order. Then the reach of S i+1 is at least twice the reach of S i .
Proof. By the definition of reach, the number of normal atoms below S i is at least twice the reach of S i . By the definition of desires, the branch of each S i containing A is almost small for all i. Hence the reach of S i+1 is equal to the number of normal atoms in the branch of S i+1 containing A. As this branch contains all (normal) atoms below S i , the lemma follows.
We say that two atoms are equivalent if they achieve the same separator. Remark 6.7. Atoms that do not achieve any separator are not in any equivalence class. We do not have to include such atoms into our analysis, expressed by the term 'equivalent', as for such atoms the inequalities we estimate below will turn out to be trivially satisfied.
Note that any two equivalent atoms are in the same molecule. Clearly, the set of separators desired by a single atom forms a chain in the tree-order. This property also holds for equivalence classes: Lemma 6.8. The set of separators desired by atoms in an equivalence class forms a chain in the tree-order.
Proof. Let A and B be two atoms in the same equivalence class; that is, they achieve the same separator S. Suppose for a contradiction that A and B desire separators S 1 and S 2 that are incomparable in the tree-order. Then there is a separator S below or equal to S such that S 1 and S 2 are in different branches of S . So A and B are in different branches of S . The separators S 1 and S 2 witness that S is not the separator just above A or B. Hence one of A or B achieves the separator S . -But only one of them can achieve it as they are contained in different branches. This is a contradiction to the assumption that they achieve the same separator. Hence the separators desired by atoms in an equivalence class forms a chain in the tree-order.
We say that a tiny vertex is in an equivalence class if it is in an atom of that equivalence class. The reach of a tiny atom is reach of the separator it achieves; if it does not achieve any separator, its reach is infinite. The reach of a tiny vertex is the reach of the tiny atom containing it. We denote the reach of a vertex v by v and of an atom A by A . Remark 6.9. The reach of vertices in a molecule is a key quantity in our estimate below of how it would effect the number of edges if we deleted the molecule.
The next lemma, see Figure 5 , will be applied to estimate the numbers v and A . small big S x A y Figure 5 : The situation of Lemma 6.10. The separator S is depicted in grey. The equivalence class x is contained in its small branch, the equivalence class y intersects the big one. Lemma 6.10. Let A be a tiny atom of a molecule M with reach i < M . Let S be the separator achieved by A. Then all atoms of the equivalence class x of A are contained in the small branch of S. There is a unique equivalence class y = y(A) that contains atoms of the big branch of S and that has reach at least 2i. Moreover:
• The equivalence class x has at most as many tiny vertices as y.
• For atoms A and A in the same molecule M but in different equivalence classes whose reach is less than M but within a factor of two, the equivalence classes y(A) and y(A ) disagree.
Proof. As the atom A achieves the separator S, no atom of the other branch can achieve the separator S. Hence all atoms of the equivalence class x of the atom A are contained in the small branch of the separator S. As the reach i of the atom A is less than M , the separator S is not final for the molecule M of A. Hence by Lemma 6.4, the separator S is normally balanced. So the big branch B of S must contain an atom desiring S. Let y be its equivalence class. By Lemma 6.6, the atoms of the equivalence class y have reach at least 2i. It follows from the fact that the separator S is normally balanced that the equivalence class x has at most as many tiny vertices as y.
Now let A and A be atoms of M in different equivalence classes whose reach is less than M but within a factor of two. By Lemma 6.8, the set of separators desired by atoms in the equivalence class y(A) forms a chain. By Observation 6.3 all separators in this chain except for the last one are normally balanced. As shown above, the separator S achieved by the atom A is a separator of this chain except for the last one. The separator S achieved by the atom A is not equal to S by definition of equivalence class and it cannot be equal to any other separator in this chain as its reach is within a factor of two of the reach of the separator S. Hence the separator S desired by an atom of the equivalence class y(A ) is not desired by any atom in the equivalence class y(A). In particular, the equivalence classes y(A) and y(A ) are distinct.
In a slight abuse of notation, we say that a tiny vertex is in a molecule if its tiny atom is in that molecule. Corollary 6.11. In any molecule M , amongst its vertices with reach at least i, at least half of them have reach at least 2i for all integers i with
Proof. By X[i, 2i) we denote the set of equivalence classes whose atoms have reach at least i but less than 2i. Similarly, by X[2i) we denote the set of equivalence classes whose atoms have reach at least 2i.
Let A be a tiny atom. Then the equivalence class y(A) defined in Lemma 6.10 is the same for any atom equivalent to the atom A. Hence this defines a function from the set X[i, 2i) of equivalence classes into the set X[2i). By Lemma 6.10, this function is injective, and the image of every x ∈ X[i, 2i) has at least as many tiny vertices as x. So the number of tiny vertices of equivalence classes in X[i, 2i) is at most the number of tiny vertices with equivalence classes in X[2i). This proves the lemma.
Given a molecule M , we denote by X i the set of those equivalence classes of M the reach of whose atoms is in the half-open interval [ M 2 i+1 , M 2 i ). Observation 6.12. |X 0 | = 1.
Proof. Any molecule has only one final separator, and all atoms achieving that separator are in the same equivalence class. All values of reaches of atoms in a molecule except M are at most half that value. Corollary 6.13. For any molecule M , we have |X i+1 | ≤ j≤i |X j | for all integers i with 0 ≤ i ≤ log 2 ( M ) − 1.
Proof. Let A be a tiny atom. Then the equivalence class y(A) defined in Lemma 6.10 is the same for any atom equivalent to the atom A. Hence this defines a function from the set X i of equivalence classes into the union of the sets X j with j ≤ i. By Lemma 6.10, this function is injective. This implies that |X i+1 | ≤ j≤i |X j |. Remark 6.14. It can be shown that the injection in the above proof is in fact a bijection. We will not use this fact. Corollary 6.15. For any molecule M , we have |X i | ≤ 2 i−1 for all integers
Proof. Recall that |X 0 | = 1 by Observation 6.12. The statement |X i | ≤ 2 i−1 follows by strong induction on i from Corollary 6.13. The first instance of the induction is that |X 1 | = 1. Corollary 6.11 can be used to prove the following estimate for the sum of the reciprocates of the reaches over all vertices in a molecule. The vertex number n M of a molecule M is the number of its tiny vertices. Proof. In order to estimate the sum 1 v we estimate the expected value of 1 v where we pick a tiny vertex v uniformly at random from the molecule M . First we do this by consciously ignoring the assumption in Corollary 6.11 that i is upper-bounded by M /2. At most half vertices v have reach one, amongst the remaining at most half have reach two, amongst the remaining at least half have reach four etc. So the expected value is upper-bounded by
So the expected value
-when ignoring the bound on i in Corollary 6.11. If we take the bound that 1 ≤ i ≤ M /2 into account, we have to add an error term as we cannot apply Corollary 6.11 for too large values of i. So now we repeat the upper argument but just assume that all vertices not mentioned in the first log 2 ( M ) − 1 steps have reach at least M . The probability mass of them is 1 2 y , where we abbreviate y = log 2 ( M ). So when we take the bound on i into account, we modify the above estimate by replacing the sum of all but the first y − 1 terms by the term 1 M · 1 2 y . This gives that E( 1 v ) ≤ 2 3 + X, where we estimate the error term X as follows 13 .
This simplifies to:
So we get:
By multiplying both sides with n M one gets the statement of the lemma.
Given an abstract separator-tree P with a molecule M , then P − M is obtained from P by deleting all tiny vertices in M . By the definition of a molecule P − M is an abstract separator-tree with the same choices of big and small branches at the separators. The edge number e(M ) of M is defined to be e( P ) − e( P − M ). Our aim is to prove the following. Lemma 6.17. For any molecule M of a saturated abstract separator-tree, its edge number is upper-bounded by e(M ) ≤ β · n M + k 2 · log 2 ( M ) 18 · 3 M Remark 6.18. If there is a saturated abstract separator-tree P with only a single molecule M whose reach M is infinite, then Lemma 6.17 combined with Theorem 4.5 applied to P − M immediately implies Theorem 4.1 for P . The proof in the general case will be similar.
Proof of Lemma 6.17. First we make the simplifying assumption that every tiny vertex is assigned to the separator achieved by its atom if existent. Later we will show how the general case can be reduced to this special case. Recall that two atoms in a molecule are equivalent if they achieve the same separator. Now we will estimate by how much e( P ) changes if we delete all tiny vertices whose atoms are in a single equivalence class. For now we ignore that the structure after deletion might no longer be an abstract separator-tree as the condition for the small and big branches might not be satisfied. This will not be a problem at the end as we will delete a whole molecule. Still for the analysis it is easier to focus on a single equivalence class.
Now we fix an equivalence class Y and let A 1 , ..., A i be its atoms. By m i we denote the number of tiny vertices in A i and by m we denote the sum of the m i .
Throughout this proof we will use several times that all separators have vertex number k as the abstract separator-tree is saturated by assumption. By deleting the tiny vertices of A i (formally that means, we replace the atom A i by an atom of size k, and set in the technical data all terms m(A i , •) equal to zero.) we lose at most k · m i + m i (m i −1) 2 edges in the atom A i . If some (or equivalently: any) atom of the equivalence class does not achieve any separator, we do not lose any further edges. Otherwise, the only other edges we lose are in the separator achieved by the atoms in the equivalence class. The free anti-edges after deletion are 14 k 2 2 − k 2 2 A . Before the deletion they are
This term minus the previous one measures by how much the number of free anti-edges goes down after deletion. This difference evaluates to:
As free anti-edges increase the edge number, the total sum of the edges we lose when deleting an equivalence class is:
So this is per tiny vertex v:
Now we want to compare these values for different equivalence classes of a molecule. So we no longer fix an equivalence class Y . We recall that the reach A is constant for all atoms A in an equivalence class Y ; we denote that value by Y . The only term in Equation 7 except ' Y ' that depends on the equivalence class is 'm'. Below we will refer to that value by writing 'm Y ' instead of 'm'.
The sum of the first two terms on the right hand side is equal to β · n M . We abbreviate the right hand side without these two summands by D. It remains to show that D is at most the last term appearing in the statement of this lemma. For that we consider D as a function of n M and compute the first derivative. This yields that D is maximal if n M = k·log 2 ( M ) 3· M . In this case D evaluates to:
This completes the proof in the special case that every tiny vertex is assigned to the separator achieved by its atom. Next we reduce the general case to this special case.
If a vertex v is assigned to a separator S different from the separator S achieved by its atom that separator must be above S in the abstract separator-tree. As the vertex v is in the small branch of the separator S, the number of normal atoms below the small branch of S is at least two times the reach v of v.
For a tiny vertex v of the molecule M , we denote by¯ v the number of normal atoms in the small branch of the separator v is assigned to; if v is not assigned to any separator this number is infinite. We have shown that if¯ v is not equal to the reach v , then it is at least twice as big.
We denote by W the set of vertices v, where the reach v is different from¯ v . Each vertex v in W makes the first term of Equation 9 smaller by at least
k v , which we generously estimate by 1 2 k M . Moreover, the fact that the vertex v is assigned to a different separator does not affect the second term but it may influence the last term.
We refer to the number 1 2 k M as the W -defect. It remains to show that the influence on the last term is at most the W -defect per vertex in W . The average contribution of a vertex of M to the last term is:
First, as a heuristic, we note that if we plug in the value of n M computed above, this is much less than the W -defect. This heuristic suggests that it is very likely that e(M ) is small if the set W is large.
Let us now be precise. We argue as above in the estimate for the last term and get the same bound except that we replace 'n M ' by '(n M − w)', where w = |W |. So we get the same inequality as in Equation 9 but with the term D replaced by the following.
We consider D and D as functions of the variable n M . Comparing the first and last term of D yields that D (n M ) ≤ D(n M − w). Hence the above estimate for D, Equation 10, also holds with D in place of D. So we get the same estimate in the general case.
We summarise this section in the following. . And the vertex numberñ is not more than k + k 3 . By Lemma 5.3 we get that the edge number e( T ) is upperbounded by e( T ) + k(n −ñ). So it remains to show the following.
By considering the first derivative, we conclude that the left hand side takes its minimum atñ = k + 1 2 . As it is a quadratic polynomial inñ, it is symmetric around that value and takes its maximum at the boundary of the interval. As the boundary point one is farer away from k + 1 2 than k + k 3 , it takes its maximum at one (if k > 1; and if k = 1 the integerñ must be one as the upper-bound is less than two). So it suffices to check this inequality forñ = 1. We also note that the coefficient in front of n is larger on the right than on the left. Hence we may assume that n is minimal. That is, n = 2k + 1. Then it evaluates to:
Plugging in the values for β and γ and proves this inequality.
We obtain T from T by deleting all tiny vertices in molecules. By the definition of molecules, T is an abstract separator-tree. Moreover all of its atoms are normal. By Sublemma 6.20 we may assume that the tree T has at least one normal atom, thus the tree T is nonempty. Hence we can apply Theorem 4.5 to the abstract separator-tree T . So the edge number e(T ) is upper-bounded by β · (n(T ) − k) + γ L − minus γ times the branching error sum of T ; here L denotes the number of normal atoms of T , which is equal to the number of normal atoms of T . The next step is to extend that estimate from the abstract separator-tree T to the abstract separator-tree T using Lemma 6.17. For this to work we have to show that the molecule error term, this is the last summand in the inequality of that lemma, is compensated by some branching error term. Indeed, we will show that the branching error term at the final separator of a molecule M is never smaller than the molecule error term of M . By Lemma 6.5 the final separator of a molecule is not normally balanced. So by Lemma 4.7 for that it suffices to show that
which is obviously true as M ≥ 1.
Since by Observation 6.2 no two molecules have the same final separator, we can indeed compensate the sum of all molecule error terms by the branching error sum. Hence the edge number e( T ) is upper-bounded by β · (n T − k) + γ 
Extremal constructions and lower order terms
In this section, we construct a family of graphs that shows that the constant in Theorem 1.1 is best-possible. We also state Conjecture 7.4 below which is an improvement of Theorem 1.1 in lower order terms. The bounds in this conjecture are attained by the constructed family.
Example 7.1. For powers 2 i of two we build graphs G i that have separatortrees with 2 i normal atoms that attains the bounds in Theorem 4.5 and hence in Theorem 4.1. For i = 0, the graph G 0 is a complete graph on 2k vertices. We obtain G i+1 from two disjoint copies A and B of G i as follows. We pick a separator S of size k in each of A and B and glue the two graphs A and B at that separator. We pick the separator S in A so that it takes k 2 i vertices from each of the 2 i atoms of A. These vertices can be picked disjoint from all previously picked separators as each atom has 2k vertices. For B we do the same. It is straightforward to check that the graphs G i for 2 i ≤ k attain equality in all inequalities in the proof of Theorem 4.5. Here we continue this construction for large values of i. For k = 2 i the graph G * = G i has an independent set of k vertices. As mentioned in Example 7.1, its edge number is β · (n − k) + γ L − . Plugging in n = k 2 + k and L = k yields:
We construct larger graphs by gluing together several copies of the graph G * at the independent set of size k. So by Equation 1 the edge number of these graphs is also described by the linear formula above.
We expect very much that the construction given in Example 7.3 is extremal. More precisely, we are convinced that the methods of this paper also give a proof of the following (with a slightly more careful analysis). However, the details are technical and we will not give them here.
Conjecture 7.4. Let k ≥ 1 be a natural number. Every graph G with n ≥ k 2 + k vertices that has more edges than β · (n − k) has a (k + 1)connected subgraph with more than 2k vertices; here β = 5 3 k − 1 2 − 1 6k .
Concluding remarks
We conclude with open problems and some remarks on Mader's conjecture. A notion that is similar to (k + 1)-connected subgraphs is that of (k + 1)blocks. We refer the reader to [3] , where the question is asked which average degree forces a (k + 1)-block.
In 1979 Mader conjectured that the following family is asymptotically extremal without a (k + 1)-connected subgraph [8] . This family is obtained from an independent set I of k vertices by adding an arbitrary number of disjoint complete graphs on k vertices completely to the vertex set I. The edge number of these graphs is n−k k · k(k−1) 2 + k 2 . This evaluates to 3k−1 2 (n − k). It is fairly easy to deduce from Theorem 4.1 Mader's conjecture in the special case of graphs that have separator-trees with disjoint separators all of whose atoms have 2k vertices. The following construction has asymptotically the same number of edges as Mader's construction but has more edges for small graphs. Example 8.3. This construction is similar to Example 7.1 but we start with a different graph than G 0 . Given a number k that is a power of two, we define the graph H 0 to be the complement on 2k vertices of the disjoint union of the complete bipartite graphs K m,m , where m = k 2 j and 1 ≤ j ≤ log 2 (k). We obtain the graph H i+1 from two disjoint copies of the graph H i by gluing them together at a separator S i of k vertices. Each graph H i is built up from 2 i copies of the graph H 0 . In the graph H i the vertex sets of the graphs K m,m with m = k 2 i+1 are disjoint. We take their union to be the vertex set of the separator S i . Clearly this union has k vertices. The vertex number n i of the graph H i is k + k · 2 i . Now we compute the edge number of the graph H i . The edge number e(H 0 ) of the graph H 0 is 
This evaluates to:
The induction start is that i = 0. Equation 1 yields the recursive formula e(H i+1 ) = 2e(H i ) − e(S i ). This we use in the induction step:
It is straightforward to check that the right hand side of this equation is identical to the right hand side of Equation 11 for the index i + 1 in place of the index i. This completes the induction step. Finally, the graph H i for i = log 2 (k) has n i = k + k 2 vertices and 3k−1 2 (n − k) edges by Equation 11 . This graph has an independent vertex set of size k. Hence we can glue any number of copies together at the set I and still have the edge number 3k−1 2 (n − k). We believe that the point where Mader's family and the family H i have the same edge number is the point where Mader's family begins to be best possible (together with other constructions such as the one described in the last line of Example 8.3). Before that point we believe that the family H i is best possible. And we believe that the bound for the graphs H i gives the correct bound for small graphs. For very small graphs with at most 2k vertices, it is easy to see that constructions like that of the graph H 0 above give the optimal bound, hence we exclude this easy case below. We summarise this in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 8.4. Let G be a graph with n vertices and e(G) edges and without a (k + 1)-connected subgraph.
• If n ≥ k 2 + k, then e(G) ≤ 3k−1 2 (n − k);
• If 2k ≤ n ≤ k 2 + k, then e(G) ≤ 3k−1 2 (n − k) + n−k 3k + k 2 3 · k 2(n−k) − k 2 . As shown in Example 8.3, the graphs H i attain the bounds in Conjecture 8.4.
